Outcome accountability: Embody MISCI AS A SPARK HUB & NEIGHBOR for our guests, our partners and our fellow team members. We value and create sparks of imagination and creativity with STEM; We value our role as a hub and for hands-on, transformative experiences that inspire confidence and discovery and We are a magnet for STEM explorers, kid and adult; We value our role as a neighbor to our visitors and to each other, creating an environment of welcome, support, and dynamic creativity. You are the source of positive influence in leading building functions and the team of technicians to maintain a guest-focused, safe, and functional environment. * NOTE: this is a temporary position November 2017 – January 2018.

Display passion and enthusiasm when describing each Science Center amenity and program and perform these core roles:

- Provide excellent customer service to all members and guests in the sale of institutional products and services.
- Open and close out cash registers in accordance with strict cash/check/credit handling procedures.
- Upsell theaters, travelling exhibits, membership, and other products.
- Assist in group arrivals, orientations, lunches, departures and other logistics and amenities.
- Be knowledgeable about the museum and all of its internal and external public products and services.
- Work call center phones and answer questions and assist callers as needed.
- Maintain data confidentiality in compliance with legal requirements and institutional standards of excellence.
- Run sales and finance reports and use the data to reconcile and follow up on receivables and other projects as assigned.
- Create tickets and events and log contacts and sales using the CRM data/ticketing/POS system.
- Book, schedule, confirm and assist teachers, parents, members, groups, scouts, birthday parties, donors, and rental clients.
- Take/scan tickets; assist in directing guests, travelling exhibit halls, store operations, events, and general minor clean up.

Qualifications and Education Requirements:

- High school diploma or GED completion required and must be at least 18 years of age.
- 2 or more years of experience in point-of-sales, reservations, telemarketing, and/or customer relations required.
- Computer, cash handling, and credit card processing experience required.
- Must be able to speak and write clearly in English; communicate professionally in person, over the phone, and by email.
This is a list of the general duties, hours, and expectations for the stated position. The associate who fills this role may be asked to perform other duties as assigned.

At all times, associates are expected to help our guests be surprised, discover highlights of the museum and Midtown, be curious about offerings of the Science Center, experience new items in a positive way, and love the wonder that is Detroit. Creativity is valued and reliability is prized; we are in a guest-relations business and we represent a welcoming, tolerant, educational, and fun environment.

- Must not have legal restrictions on working w/children.
- Must be able to work a flexible part time schedule including weekdays, weekends and occasional evening hours.

**Physical Demands and Notes:**
Walk throughout large Science Center between multiple floors, lift and move ≤25 lbs. from time to time and either stand at a counter or sit at a desk for the entirety of a 4-10 hour shift, with occasional kneeling, bending, twisting; use computers, tablets, scanners and/or telephones with headsets for whole shifts. We have a handicapped-accessible facility with elevators and ramps and will accommodate as needed under the Americans with Disabilities Act. We are an equal employment opportunity employer.

**HOW DO YOU CREATE MOMENTS to ignite a SPARK, build attraction to our HUB, and be a NEIGHBOR for MISCI:**
- You Ignite SPARKs when you assist customers in choosing the best educational experiences for their unique family or group.
- You attract people to our HUB when you wow guests over the phone by exceeding their expectations of service.
- You are a NEIGHBOR when you welcome guests into our facility with sincere enthusiasm.
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